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Public opinion is the aggregate of individual attitudes or beliefs held by the 
adult population in some area in a period. It refers to the number of users on a variety 
of political and social phenomena and problems of the real world and the virtual 
community expressed a strong influence, tendentious remarks and perspectives. 
Forum, news, blog, micro-blog and SNS as the main representative of the Internet 
media, due to its high user capacity, spread rapidly, information transfer conveniently, 
information exchange interactively and other characteristics, has become the main 
source of public opinion outbreaks and fermentation ground. 
Rapid dissemination of information and interaction of opinions, expression of 
increasingly diverse demands for public opinion, some of the irrational arguments, 
gossip or negative reports often will inspire a sense of crisis of users. It will be the 
impact of social stability of the major risks if lacks effective guidance and control. 
Strengthen the timely monitoring of public opinion, to guide the development of 
public opinion effectively, to resolve the crisis of public opinion actively; it has 
important implications for national development for network monitoring and analysis 
of public opinion timely, guiding the development of public opinion on the network 
actively and effectively to avoid and resolve crisis of public opinion. Public opinion 
analyzing and mining on the Internet information become more and more important.  
Analysis system of Internet public opinion should collect information of public 
opinion from vast amounts of Internet information. It should help users timely 
founding public opinion, timely warning, tracking public opinion development, 
analyzing spreads of public opinion, looking for the roots of crisis public opinion 
information , preventing and treating the propagation and diffusion of the negative 
public opinion timely, guiding the development trend actively, assisting users 
to eliminate the crisis, creating statistical reports and dynamic chart analysis results. It 
is imminent to construct such a analysis system of Internet public opinion to enhance 
the quality and efficiency of the hand in the management of public opinion. 
This dissertation introduces related technology about public opinion analysis, 
and aim at giving responses to present challenges; it can analyze and design a public 
opinion analysis system of internet. And it implements a data collecting platform, first 
we imply various of vertical search components to collect multiple types of HTML 
pages, and then it design a self-adjust algorithm to extract the necessary information 















format. Analysis module apply information mining technologies base on weight, and 
the system support functions such as hot topic analysis, event analysis and character 
analysis etc. At the end of this dissertation it will introduce the implemented system, 
and give an analysis example about a public issue. 
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2014 年 1 月，中国互联网络信息中心(CNNIC)发布的报告显示，截至 2013
年 12 月，中国网民规模达 6.18 亿，互联网普及率为 45.8%（其中手机网民规模
达 5 亿，网民中使用手机上网的人群占比提升到 81.0%）。截至 2013 年 12 月，
我国拥有 IPv4 地址 3.3 亿，IPv6 地址 16670 块/32，域名总数 1844 万，网站总数
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